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Mission Campaigns: Developing Key Capabilities 
and Overcoming High-Risk Technical Hurdles

Purpose: Mission Campaigns provide an agile, 
intentional process to bridge Science, 
Technology & Engineering (ST&E) R&D to 
mission application impact.

They are integrated, multi-disciplinary portfolios 
of LDRD-funded projects focused on addressing 
current and future national security needs.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each limited-duration investment area funds a portfolio of projects—with strong leadership and coordination from a guiding roadmap—to develop key capabilities and overcome high-risk technical hurdles. Talking PointsDetails of the Mission Campaign approach: Develop forefront ST&E capabilities & overcome high-risk technical hurdles relevant to specific strategic mission challengesMission campaigns will have limited lifetimes of (5-7 years) and funding plan (>$25M over length of campaign) that include plans for how funds and activity will ramp up and down over campaigns’ lifetimesSelect/manage well-coordinated, strategic portfolio of projectsFollow focused technical roadmaps that evolve as R&D advancesChampioned by mission ALD(s) with ALD funding commitmentLed by dedicated Campaign Manager and leadership team for strong project coordination*Not making widgets- Assured Survivability & Agility with Pulsed Power (ASAP)Dynamic and evolving national security threats require the nation to maintain an effective nuclear deterrent. It is essential that next-generation pulsed power capabilities are realized more rapidly so Sandia can maintain and extend our intellectual leadership in hostile survivability as well as in issues of nuclear weapon science and broader national security. ASAP will bridge science and technology gaps in three research areas (stockpile science, pulsed power, and assured survivability) to establish new testing capabilities, and to support and gather validation data for future threats and for certification and qualification assessments in hostile environments while building a stronger, more unified pulsed power community across the Laboratory.Director champion: Dan SinarsCampaign manager: Kyle Peterson- Resilient Energy Systems (RES)There is a wide range of existing and emerging threats. RES seeks to create new capabilities that enhance the resilience of the nation's energy infrastructure, as well as related critical infrastructures, against these threats. The RES IA will focus primarily on intentional threats. These include cyber-attacks, cyber-physical attacks, electromagnetic pulses from high altitude nuclear explosions, and other credible man-made threats. While the grid is a central element of the energy system, ideal proposals will have value in multiple energy domains, the broader energy system, and other related critical infrastructures. RES seeks to build vulnerability knowledge, advance technical capabilities, and test/validate novel system architectures to increase energy infrastructure resiliency. Director champion: Carol AdkinsCampaign manager: Craig Lawton



“DOE is making financing available for projects that improve resilience and expand transmission capacity across the 
electrical grid, so we can reliably move clean energy from places where it’s produced to places where it’s needed most. […] 
These investments will make our power system more resilient against threats and more reliable as we increase our clean 
energy capacity, creating thousands of jobs in the process.”

– Jennifer Granholm, Sec. Dept. of Energy, April 2021

The nation’s energy and other critical infrastructure are 
under increasing threat of attack

US POWER GRID
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THREATS

Kinetic
Attack

Cyber-Physical 
Attack

Climate 
Change

EMP/GMD

“Connecting forgotten communities, capping wells that are dangerous, strengthening our power grid to make it more resilient
to extreme weather changes: These are investments — these are investments our country has never fully made. Now we are.”

– Joe Biden

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Energy is required for virtually every modern function in our society, and I don’t think this will come as a surprise to anyone, but our nation’s energy system is increasing attack.  Both from intentional attacks, such as Cyber or electromagnetic pulse as well as naturally occurring threats such as extreme weather events that are increasing in frequency.  As an example of how vulnerable our energy system is: consider that the grid is comprised of many large power transformers that are unique, one of a kind devices, that if significantly damaged could require lead times of 18 months to replace – e.g., raw material shortages or supply chain issues could make lead times even longer.While the impacts of climate changes and naturally occurring threats from extreme weather events is getting a lot of attention, and rightly so, attacks on our critical infrastructure is also of increasing concern.  For example:When people think about the threat from nuclear weapon’s, we think about massive explosions on the ground that lead to enormous damage, But the effects of the detonation of a nuclear weapon at altitude over the US, and the resulting energy wave, is not very well understood.  The electric grid in particular, is vulnerable to this type of attack and lead to catastrophic results.  Specifically, if critical components in the electric grid are damaged such as the large power transformers, I mentioned earlier, or communication and control equipment – significant portions of the population could be left without power for a long period of time.  This is a real threat – numerous nation states have the ability to deliver such an attack.  Understanding, quantifying and mitigating the impact of an EMP on critical infrastructure is key to our national security.Intentional kinetic attack of our energy system – such as ballistic weapons – are also of concern.  We may think these incidents are one-off occurrences, but are becoming more sophisticated and increasing in prevalence.  These attacks could also be catastrophic. An 2017 article from Rural Electric Magazine describes an incident that occurred in southern Utah in which attackers targeted a large power transformer with a high power rifle.  The attack left the transformer punctured, and leaking critical coolant.  Overheating, the transformer was left inoperable, leaving 10,000 homes and businesses without power for 7 hours.  In the article, the utility reported that if the damage had been great – damaging the actual iron core of the transformer, power could have been out for a number of months. Let me restate – this was damage to a single transformer. The damage in as an example in Ukraine right now, Russia is actively targeting critical energy infrastructure to disrupt the Ukrainian electric grid. Lastly, of course cyber and cyber-physical attacks are also of increasing concern.  Nefarious actors are actively targeting our Industrial Control Systems,  and Information Technology systems that are critical to the operations of our energy infrastructure. There are numerous examples documented recently – the Solar Winds attack on critical, widespread software, the ransomware attack on the Colonial Pipeline.  This threat space gets sensitive very quickly – suffice it to say we have knowledge of an imminent threat – threats that need to be addressed now.Securing the grid is a significant challenge for national security, and has become a top priority for the federal governmentI want to emphasize that these threats are real. Nefarious state actors actively are targeting us as we speak.



RESILIENT ENERGY SYSTEMS MISSION CAMPAIGN

Resilient Energy Systems (RES) is a LDRD 
Mission Campaign ($41M, 7-year investment) 
focused on science and technology that will enable  
more resilient U.S. energy and other critical 
infrastructure systems.

Deliver new Science and Technology capabilities to dramatically increase the resilience of the nation’s electrical energy system
and other critical infrastructures against intentional and natural threats. (EMP, Cyber-Physical, Kinetic, & Climate)

Build and strengthen internal and external partnerships for maturing and deploying resulting technologies, both for resilient
energy and for other national security missions.

Solid State Transformers (SSTs) and Power Substations (SSPSs)
to extensively replace current grid substation equipment for a 
system with more resiliency and additional advantages. 
Progress toward this goal can be made in each of the RES MC 
thrust areas. 

Future Fractal Grid
and topologies designed for resilience. Enable resilience to 
manmade and natural threats through distributed energy and 
other critical infrastructure network approaches and 
understand the pros and cons of centralized vs decentralized 
solutions and how to best manage new vulnerabilities. 

Vision 
Statement 

Cross-
Cutting 

Outcomes
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In response to this challenge, Sandia has established the Resilient Energy System Mission Campaign – a $40M, 7-year investment focused on science and technology that will enable a more resilient US energy systemOur vision, in addition to innovative science and technology for energy resilience is to develop internal and external partnerships that will be required to collectively address this challengeSandia is well positioned to execute on this challenge: as a national security laboratory we have extensive depth in the relevant science and engineering disciplines; for decades, since the 70s, we have been supporting the US’s energy mission, and we have significant knowledge of the intelligence relating to threat space (unrivaled in the national laboratory system).  To help focus our research, we have established two “cross-cutting” outcomes – strategic objectives that we will work on over the 7 year investment.  These cross-cutting outcomes are:The first cross cutting outcome is focused on demonstrating a Solid State Transformer. As I mentioned, the current fleet of transformers that are part of the US electric grid are increasingly antiquated and vulnerable.  Current transformer technology – copper winding around an iron core – has been around really since the turn of the 19th century.  It is reliable in doing it’s job, however not resilient to current threats.  As part of the research with RES we seek to develop a Solid State Transformer that will replace our fleet of aging, vulnerable transformers and enable DOE’s vision for a future Solid State Power Substation of the future.  A Solid State transformer will be a revolutionary device – they will be smart, programmable, reconfigurable devices – built on a chip –e.g., smaller and lighter.  In addition, SSTs can be used to implement inverters that will enable great renewable power sources and resilient technologies such as microgrids.  This is something others in the community have been also developing, but at Sandia we have a collection of core competencies – such as materials science, power electronic device development, and systems modeling – that position us well to make great strides towards demonstrating a Solid State Transformer deviceA second cross cutting outcome if a future fractal grid – a dynamic, smart, reconfigurable resilient system able to manage a diversity of energy sources and respond to a range of threats.  The current electric grid architecture is very rigid – it is comprised of high power transmission that is then transformed into lower power for distribution.  It is a very centralized system, that relies on base electricity load supplied by large electricity generators such as coal powered plants.  Small perturbations or disruptions to elements of the system can have wide ranging impacts – such as cascaded failures leading to widescale outages.  We need to re-architect the grid to be able handle increasing renewable energy sources (such as solar or wind), which are more distributed and localized as well as implement new resilience technologies such as self-healing microgrids and smart power electronics. New distributed grid architectures will certainly introduce new vulnerabilities that we have not yet thought of.  Understanding the nature of these vulnerabilities is central to this objective – what will the grid become once we implement new technologies such as SSTs?Both outcomes will work together to mitigate the threats that were mentioned earlier



RES Mission Campaign R&D Thrusts & Planned Outcomes

1. Science of Vulnerabilities

3. System-Level Threat-Informed Computational Science

What are the vulnerabilities and physical failure mechanisms of 
node electrical hardware and control equipment for intentional 
and sophisticated kinetic, EMP, GMD, and cyber attacks? 

What novel materials, devices, and cyber advances will most 
cost-effectively increase resilience?

What are the critical elements of the electrical energy 
system, mechanisms of cascading failures, and potential 
approaches for a more resilient/secure architecture?

LEGACY: An integrated portfolio of 
research across three thrusts that will 
result in capabilities that can be 
harvested to address this threat and 
others

2. Materials, Device, and Cyber Innovation

Future Resilient 
Energy System 

RESEARCH OUTCOMES:

1. New tools to assess vulnerabilities 
and risk in the energy and critical 
infrastructure systems

2. Physical and cyber solutions to 
reduce those risks

3. Tools to analyze and assess how to 
optimize and deploy solutions for 
maximum benefit (economics, 
security, resilience)
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Threat Characterization and Detection

Current LDRD Roadmap & Portfolio

Deep/Machine Learning for Real-Time Event

Network Algorithms & Optimization for Critical Node Identification & N-Many Events.

Science of 
Vulnerabilities 
(30%)

Materials, 
Device, 
and Cyber 
Innovation 
(35%)

System-Level 
Threat-Informed 
Computational 
Science (35%)

2021 $5M 2022 $5.5M 2023 $6M 2024 $7M 2025 $7M 2026 $6M 2027 $4.5M

EMP/Physical Component Failure Modeling

Vulnerability Risk Modeling

Materials for EMP and Kinetic Resilience & Device Performance

Devices/Technologies for Cyber, EMP, Kinetic Resilience & circuit performance

Optimal Technology Deployment and Resilience Architectures

Interdependent Critical Infrastructure Modeling

Semiconductor Power Converter Architectures

Cross 
Cutting 

Outcomes

Capabilities Tools to assess 
vulnerabilities and risk

Physical and cyber 
resilience solutions

Tools to optimize 
topologies and deploy

Thrusts

Future 
Fractal Grid

Solid State 
Transformers 

and Power 
Sub Stations 
of the Future 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This chart shows our R&D roadmap.  The research is grouped into three thrusts:Science of Vulnerabilities – research into capabilities that will help identify and quantify vulnerabilities in the current and future energy systemMaterials, Devices and Cyber Innovations – mitigation technologies utilizing our understanding of threats and vulnerabilities.  Hardware-based cybersecurity solutionsSystem-Level Threat-Informed Computation Science – Energy System-Scale computational analysis, modeling and simulation to understand large scale system level phenomenaThese thrusts contain research elements.As you can see we are entering the third year of investment; the letters overlaying the research elements represent current and past projects.  The ones that have the white background are continuing projects, the yellow are new starts this year,, and the orange are completed projects.The goal is to utilize the projects as building blocks resulting in capabilities and that enable the cross-cutting outcomes



RES MC FY23 Project Portfolio7

Thrust 1: Science of Vulnerabilities Thrust 2: Materials, Devices and Cyber Innovation Thrust 3: System-Level Threat-Informed 
Computational Science

ADROC: Advancing Resilience of Control 
Systems – Jamie Thorpe

Dynamic Monitoring to Analyze Grid 
Vulnerability to Fire – Holly Eagleston

Low-Cost HEMP Testing – Tyler Bowman

Hallucinating Canaries – Abe Clements

griDNA: Shamina Hossain-McKenzie 

Risk to Electric Power System Infrastructure 
from E2 – Ross Guttromson

OT GRITY: Moses Ike

RHAPSODI: Adam Williams 

LMI3 SST Technology – Jeff Koplow 

HARMONIE SPS – Shamina Hossain 
McKenzie 

Signal-Based Fast-Tripping Protection 
Scheme – Matt Reno

Nano Structural Granular Metals – Laura 
Biedermann

Discovery of New Materials by AI – Dale 
Huber 

AC to AC SST – Jack Flicker 

SST Architecture & Control 
Compensation – Lee Rashkin 

STAHRS – Ryan Elliot 

Project Ended

Continuing Project

New-Start Project

Dynamics-Informed Optimization for 
Resilience – Bryan Arguello 

Power-System Modeling for Grid 
Restoration – Kevin Stamber  

REDLY – Mike Eydenberg

Critical Node Identification – Bryan 
Arguello

SHAZAM – Mike Ropp

Power System Vulnerability Identification & 
Defense through DRL – Drew Levin 

DRE: Designing for Resilience through 
Emulation – Jamie Thorpe 

Dynamic & Uncertainty Aware 
Infrastructure Modeling – Kate Klise 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Include story about mortgages and late start fundingProject crosslinks:Drew is a 1 &3Shamina has application across multiple thrustsKarina’s – The SST 



To make the R&D impactful we need to do more than just excellent research.

Leverage, 
collaborate and 

Integrate

Partner Test Inform Develop Deploy
Leave a legacy of 

enduring 
capability 

through RES 
Testbed 

development

Promulgate 
research results 

to a broad 
community

Cultivate new 
talent through a 
student pipeline

Mature and 
deploy 

technologies

Resilient Energy Systems Legacy
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Established multiple new areas of significant, impactful research:

1. Solid State Transformer (SST) R&D enabling a transformation to a new resilient energy system

2. Electromagnetic Pulse Protection (EMP) Device R&D

3. Cybersecurity for the grid

Secure Adaptable Grid Experimentation (SAGE) Facility - A unique large-scale medium voltage 
experimentation capability required to develop the next generation of   grid/energy system components

Critical Internal and External partnerships

R E S  L D R D  p r o j e c t s  c a p t u r e s  
d i r e c t  p r o j e c t e d  f o l l o w - o n  
f u n d i n g  t o t a l i n g   $ 1 0 0 M

K e y  P r o g r a m s :
Transformer Resilience & Advanced Components 
(TRAC)
Cybersecurity, Energy Security, Emergency 
Response (CESER)
Advanced Research Program Agency – Energy 
(ARPA-E)
DOE Office of Electricity Energy Storage Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One way to think about RES is as a corporate strategic initiative supported by a LDRD research portfolio.  This chart presents some of the activities we conduct during the life cycle of RES : we partner with key stakeholders, test and evaluate our research, inform the community through outreach, develop new talent, and ultimately deploy capabilities.



RES Mission Campaign Internal Partnerships

SCIENCE OF VULNERABILITIES

MATERIALS, DEVICE, AND CYBER INNOVATION

SYSTEM-LEVEL THREAT-INFORMED COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE

Cyber Threat 
Characterization

Information Operations 
(5600)

EMP/Physical Component
Failure Modeling

Risk-based Methods for 
Vulnerabilities

Materials, Physical, & Chemical 
Sciences (1800)

Materials for Cyber, EMP 
& Kinetic Resilience

Device Technol. for Cyber, 
EMP & Kinetic Resilience

Semiconductor Power 
Conversion Architectures

Nuclear Fuel Cycle & Grid 
Modernization (8800)

Algorithms & Optimiz. For 
Critical Node Identification

Resilience 
Architectures

Deep/Machine Learning
for Real-Time Events Nuclear 

Deterrence

National Security 
Programs

Energy and 
Homeland Security

Global
Security

Material Sci.

CIS

Nano/Micro

Engineer. Sci.

REHEDS
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Computation For National 
Security
(8700)

Radiation & Electrical Sciences 
(1300)

Weapons & Force Protection 
(6500)

Computing Research (1400)

Nuclear Fuel Cycle & Grid Modernization 
(8800)

Chemical, Combustion & Materials 
Sciences (8300)

Materials, Physical, & Chemical 
Sciences (1800)

Nuclear Fuel Cycle & Grid 
Modernization (8800)

Radiation & Electrical Sciences 
(1300)

Microsystem Engineering & 
Science Applications (5200)

Computing Research (1400)

Decision Support Systems 
(6300)

Applied Information Sciences (5500)

Computing Research (1400)Computation For National 
Security (8700)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is important to point out that the research in RES draws on organizations across the laboratory – grouped under each thrust are centers at Sandia that have been involved in the mission campaign. Our goal is to bring the best in a given discipline at Sandia to the challenge and worth noting that RES is facilitating partnerships between centers across the laboratory  In part because of these partnerships, RES engages numerous mission and research foundations, so that we can leverage relevant research already going on at Sandia – on the left are listed some of the research foundations and on the right are the mission foundations.



An innovative program focused on providing undergrad and graduate students with exciting and challenging 
opportunities to progress their science and engineering foundation. Students will support the Resilient Energy 
Systems Mission Campaign – a 7-year multimillion dollar investment involving brilliant minds across the labs to 
develop a more resilient U.S. electric grid to threats and attacks. 

Student 
Exposure

RESII 
Mission 

Statement 

RESII Core 
Disciplines

Desired 
Qualifications 

• Energy Resiliency 
• Cyber Security 
• Data Analytics 
• Computer Science 
• Materials Science 
• AI/ML 

State-of-the-art:
• Facilities
• Laboratories 
• Capabilities 
• Research projects 
• Research teams 

Hiring pipeline of students 
motivated to make an impact 
in National Security and 
Energy Resilience research.

• Undergrad & Graduate Students
• Experience with Labview, Matlab, 

Python, etc.
• Systems Engineering
• Cyber Security
• STEM Degree: Engineering – ME, EE, 

NE, CE, etc. or Mathematics 10

15 Student 
hires

8 Year-round 
conversions

2 staff 
hires

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I also want to our student outreach program – the Resilient Energy Systems Intern Institute (RESII) – a program where we hire every summer a group of undergraduate and graduate 
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